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1. Introduction

Polymers exist in nature and when embedded in a good solvent they
possess the property of excluded volume: they can be modelled eg.
on a lattice by self-avoiding walk» (SAW), without self or mutual in-
tersections. We shall be concerned here with their exact properties in
two-dimensions (21?), either in the plane with a fixed metric, or on a
random ID surface where the metric has critical fluctuations. Very long
SAW form a critical geometrical system.

Take for example a single SAW of length S (Le. the number of steps
on a lattice). Its end-to-end distance JZ scales like JZ ~ S" where i/ is a
universal exponent depending on the space dimension d only. Similarly
the total number of configurations Z of the SAW is on the lattice

Z - y?S*-1, S—K» (1)

where /i is the (non-universal) effective connectivity constant of the lat-
tice and 7 a new universal exponent. Note that for a pure random walk
v = \, and Z = (2d)s on eg. the d-dimensional hypercubic Iattkt,
leading to i = 1. For self-avoiding walks in two dimensions, the non-
trivial exact values v = 3/4, 7 = 43/42 have been found in 1982 by
Nienhuis [l] by Coulomb gas techniques, before the advent of confor-
mai invariance [2 — 4]. The purpose of this seminar is to show that the
polymer theory actually contains an infinity of independent conformai
dimensions, which are associated with higher topologies of the polymer
objects.

Let us consider for instance no longer a linear SAW but now a graph
Q made of several walks of the same length S, attached together at some
prescribed vertices (Fig.l). The topology of Q is arbitrary but fixed.

The number of self-avoiding configurations in e.g. two-dimensions has
the critical behavior [5]

- \ S—Kjo (2)

t
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= 3

Fig. 1. A polymer graph § in the plane, with r»i = 3 free extremities, and
n 3 = 3 three-leg vertices. The associated configuration exponent (2) (13) hi
2D is, for this ease, exactly ig = - | § .

where M is the total number of walks. Eq.(2) is the generalisation of
(1) to any self-avoiding graph Q and ig is a new nniocrtal exponent
depending only on the topology of Q. Here we will treat specifically the
two-dimensional case, both in the plane and on a random surface, where
Ig can be obtained exactly. Note that a similar scaling theory exists for
any space dimension [5].

When the length of the SAW goes to infinity, the SA graph becomes
a critical object and conformai invariance applies to it (See Cardy's lec-
tures). As we shall see, conformai operators 41L are associated with each
physical vertex where L polymer lines meet in the network Q. Their
conformai spectrum in the plane can be determined by Coulomb gas
technique [6,7], or on a random surface (2D quantum gravity) by an
exact solution [8]. This provides an infinity of checks of the Knisnnik,
Polyakov and Zamolodchikov (KPZ) relation [9] between conformai di-
mensions in the plane and in the presence of 2D quantum gravity, with
a fluctuating metric, as described in Polyakov's lectures in this volume.

2. Polymers in the plane

S.I. Watermelon topology

We first consider a quite peculiar topology, the "watermelon" [5,7] made
of L SAW tied together at two vertices at X and Y (Fig.2).
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Fig. 2. The L = Z watermelon network on the hexagonal lattice. The
SAW, once oriented, a n domain mils between regioni of constant heights
<p = 2*m multiple of r on the dual lattice (cf. Znber). Discontinuities 2Km,
with m — ±§-«" (dotted lines) are brought in by the two L-vertices.

To be definite, the regular lattice is hexagonal, bnt this will be ir-
relevant in the continuum critical limit. We consider the correlation
fonction defined as a Laplace transform [S, 7]

GL (X - Y, K) = / " H dS{ KÏÏ-*Si Z {Su X - Y ) (3)

where Z is the partition function of the watermelon, and where the L
walks have fluctuating lengths 5,-, t = 1 L. Gi1 possesses a critical
point at Kc = pT1 (See (1) (2)), where

GL (X - Y, Ke) = (4>L (X) H (Y)) = |X - Y r 8 " (4)

where Ix, is the scaling dimension of the conformai operator <J>L asso-
ciated with the L-Ug vertex. Note that one can give a meaning to (3)
Iw K > Ke where the walks are infinite, by enclosing the system in a
box and letting the box and polymer sixes go to infinity together, with
a finite final polymer density. This is the dense phase [7] which is a new
universality class with its own conformai dimensions zj?.
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One can remark at this stage that the first dimensions Xi1X2 are
easily related to the standard exponents f and v described above:
ij = 2ii , 7 = (2 — »/)i/, v~x = 2 — X2- For L > 3 the XL generate
new dimensions which appear in higher topologies. The utility of the xL
is that all other exponents decompose onto the dimensions of the water-
melons. Let us now return to a general network § like in (2), and let us
call nx, (£ — 1) t n e numbers of £-leg vertices in Q (L = 1 corresponds
to dangling ends). One can show [5] that fg reads

2(V-I)-EnisJ -(«-I) (5)

J
where V = 2 i > i "x- •• tn« t0*8* vambet of vertices of $, and M =
£ i > i nhL[2 the total number of lines. One can say that the network
partition function 'factorises* completely onto all the conformai opera-
tors 4>L sitting at its vertices.

Now we proceed to consider how the XL can be determined.

S.8. O (n) model and Coulomb gas technique

We have to generalise the problem to the O (n) model, defined on the
honeycomb lattice by [1]

/ * n u + K fc-%) w

where the spin variables §, are n-vectors with Sf = n, and where (i,j)
are nearest neighbor sites. We use the same notations as in Zuber's
lectures, where more detaib can be found on this O (n) modeL One can
show easily [6] that on the honeycomb lattice X, Eq. (6) reads

*>( - )= E Jf# bond.n# loop. ( 7 )

nonintenectiDg loop*

where the sum runs over all nonintersecting closed loops drawn on M.

The critical point is [1] KB = [2 + (2 - n)1 / a] 1^. For n —• 0, loops

are suppressed and the correlation functions of (7) will describe SAW.
The O(n) model can be transformed into a SOS model ([1,6] and

Zuber's lectnres) and in the continuum critical limit, !«normalizes onto
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a Gaussian field with action A = g/iir / (3*?)2 d2i, where (cf. Cardy
and Zuber) g is the Coulomb gas coupling constant such that

n = —2 cosirg (8)

and g 6 [1,2] at Kc, while g 6 [0,1] in the dense phase [1,6,7]. Notice
that the central charge c is given by the "Casimir effect" on the cylinder,
or on the torus with a floating charge «o [10] as; c = 1 — feg/g, where
eQ = g — 1 if one wants to weight contractible and winding O (n) loops
in the same way on the torus.

Now, the watermelon correlation function generalised to the O (n)
model, can be associated in the SOS model with the existence of a dis-
location. Indeed the L lines, once oriented, are interpretated as domain
walls in a height model (cf Cardy and Znber) and a circuit around X or
Y gives a height discontinuity depending on L. (Fig.2).

As a result [6,7], the correlation function Gj, (4) is simply a Coulomb
gas correlator of two electromagnetic operators (cf Zuber)

GL (X - Y) = «?eo.ra (X) <?«,,_„ (Y)) = |X - Y | - « - f - î / ' (9)

-where eo is the standard floating electric charge and m the magnetic
contribution coming from the L defect fines: m = LjT.. Hence the
watermelon scaling dimension is

XL = gLajS-{l-g)*/2g (10)

for the O (n) model where n is parametrised by (8). These scaling
dimensions can be rewritten as a Kac formula [3]

xL = 2fc1/3i0 (dilute phase, ge [1,2])
*L = 2 V L / S (dense phase,? G[O11])

The two possible phases for polymers (n = 0) correspond to ̂  = 3/2
(dilute) org= 1/2 (dense). Hence (10) (11) give

i L = (9L 3 -4 ) /48 , C = O, g = 3/2, m = 2 (dilute)

*£ = ( £ 2 - 4 ) / l 6 , c = - 2 , g = 1/2, m = 1 (dense) ^
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It is remarkable that the (non unitary) model of polymers, dense or
dilute, just fills the two missing cases m = 1,2 preceding the Friedan,
Qiu and Shenker classification of c < 1 unitary theories, which starts at
m > 3 with the Ising model.

As a result, we find for Ig [S) the closed and exact expression [5] (e.g.
for the dilute case)

which agrees well with numerical results [5].
Many other situations can be treated by the same methods, for exam-

ple polymers near a surface, at the tricritical ©-point, and percolation
clusters of various topologies [H].

3. Polymers on a two-dimensional random lattice

We consider now SAW on a random fluctuating surface. More specifi-
cally we put the SAW on a planar lattice, made of e.g. only <ps cubic
vertices [8]. Quite generally, one can consider any statistical system on
such dynamical (annealed) random lattices, like the Ising model [12],
Potts [13] and O (n) models [14,15], (See KaiakoVs lectures in the same
volume). One expects in this way a new type of conformai critical be-
havior at the critical points of the statistical model and of the surface.
In the continuum limit, this amounts to studying statistical mechanics
in a fluctuating ID metric, or in "ID quantum, gravity" [9]. Their gen-
eral relation to the standard conformai invariance in the plane has been
discovered by KPZ [9] (see Polyakov). The models on random lattices
[8,12 — 15] provide explicit realisations and independent checks of the
continuum theory, which is based on Polyakov's string and its summa-
tion over metrics.

S.I. The model

As in section 2, we consider first the basic polymer watermelon network,
but this time on the random p 3 lattice (Fig.3).

Comparing this with Fig.2, we see that the connectivity of the lattices
is the same, but the local constraints that, e.g., elementary polygons
have six bonds, have been relaxed in the annealed random lattice. This
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Fig. 3. A watermelon network of L = 3 SAWs, drawn on a random planar
lattice made of p 3 cubic vertices with the topology of the sphere.

suppression of constraints will make the model exactly solvable [8]. The
total partition function of the lattice and of the L SAW is defined as [8]

C |E E *|r| (")
I=C1L

where the sun extends on all graphs G 'with the topology of the sphere,
made of p 3 vertices, and over all polymer sets of lines T\j , I « 1 L,
joining any two points », j on G (Fig.3). |G| is the number of vertices of
lattice G and S (G) its symmetry number, fi is the coemological constant
associated with the "area" |G| of G and K is the fngacity governing the
total length |F| of the SAW lines. In the absence of SAW (K = 0) the
random surface itself has a critical point fic where the typical siie |G|
diverges, with a partition function

1I0I-(ZJ-ZJc)2-7" (15)

where T,t is the string susceptibility exponent, calculated exactly for
embedding space dimensions d = — 2 [16], i.t = —1, and [16,17]
d = 0, 7,t = —1/2. Note that here the embedding space dimension
is formally d = 0.

The key point is that the partition function ZL (14) can be calculated
exactly [8]. For this, one fixes first the SAW lengths and sums over the
L lattice coanected pieces between successive polymer lines i and I + 1
(Fig.4).
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Fig. 4. Graphical representation of the convolutive mm (17), each babble
«tanding for an n-point correlation function Gn

3ach of these planar pieces contributes a factor Gn j + m f + 1 to the par-
tition function, where Gn is the Green function of random graphs with
n external legs

n—leff piansr G

and where ni and mt+% are ihe numbers of legs attached to the I mnd
l-r 1 SAW respectively. Ac a result, ZL (14) is the convolutive sum

ZL(P,K) =J KL Y, («'

(17)

with the cyclic convention L-J-Is 1. Now the second Ley point is that
the planar random lattice Green function, C n , can be calculated from
the thermodynamic limit of matrix integrals. This had been done by
Breiin, Itsykson, Parisi and Zuber [IS] by studying the planar limit of
quantum field theory. Gn reads

àXp(X)Xn (18)
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Le. as the n-moment of a certain density of eigenvalues p (X) [18] on a
finite interval [a, 6] depending on p . The only feature we will need are
the two distinct critical behaviors of p near the upper end b of interval
[a, 6] for fi > fie or P = fir

p (X) ~(p- fic)
1'3 (b - A)1/2 + const, (b - A)3'2 (19)

Notice the difference in the two critical exponents 1/2 or 3/2. Now,
the sum (17) is easily performed using (18) and leads to the integral
representation [8]

(20)
where * = e~ffK is the effective polymer fngacity. The integrals (20)
are defined for z < (26)"1, tc (P) s e-'Ke (0) = [26 (P)]-1 giving the
critical point where the SAW lengths diverge.

S.S. Critical bthaviore

We shall not give here all details of the analysis of (20), but it is easy
to understand that there will be two different critical behaviors for (20)
corresponding to (19). First, if 0 > pe the part of the surface unoccupied
by the SAW remains finite, while one can reach the critical point Ke (P)
where the SAW become infinite. This corresponds to a demc polymer
phase. Second, if one puts p = fie and K = Ke (Pc), both the surface
not occupied by the polymers and the SAW are infinite. One can then
show from the above results that the respective surface site \G\ and
polymer size |I"| scale like |X*| ~ |G|1/2, thus leading to a dilute polymer
phase with vanishing density |r| / \G\ ~ |G| - 1 ' 3 —• 0. This discussion
is summarised in the critical behavior found for (19) (20) [8]

ZL (P, K) ~ [(K0 - K)1" (P - Pc)1" + const (Kc - K)*^ (21)

For P > Pc the first term dominates the dente SAW phase. Hence

ZL(p,K)~(Kc-K)L", K-+Kc(P) (22)

When the surface is first infinite, P = Pe and in this dilute polymer
phase

K) ~\Ke-K\3L'2, K-^Kc(Pc) (23)
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Note that the two different exponents 1/2, 3/2 in (21), or in (22) and
(23) correspond directly to those governing the eigenvalue density />(A)
in Eq.(l9). Another way to reach the dilute polymer phase is to let
the non-filled surface and polymers become infinite simultaneously in
the finite size sealing regime ft —fie ~ [Ke — K)2, such that both terms
of (21) are equivalent. Then, the characteristic surface and SAW sises
\G\ ~ (0 - ft)"1 and |r| ~ \KC - K\-1 respectively, are related by

P-pc~\Ke-K\vD, vD = 2 (24)

where v is the polymer sise exponent and D the fractal dimension of the
surface. Note that the other dense phase has vD = 1 since \G\ ~ |F|.

4. Conformai invariance on a random surface

It remains to identify the conformai dimensions underlying the two exact
behaviors (22) (23) of ZL in the dense and dilate critical phases. The
watermelon partition function Zt (14) can be viewed as that of two
conformai operators 4>L («'), 41L [l) associated with the L-leg polymer
vertex, as in the plane (cf Eq.(4))t integrated over the points t and j of
the random lattice. Hence one expects it to scale with the cosmologkal
constant fi like

* f t ( A K ) ~ ( 0 - A } I * ' ~ * i (25)

where A t is the conformai weight of 4L on the random surface, the
insertion of the two points on the random surface giving a further factor
Z" [P) ~ [P - PcV1'1 in (25) (see (15)). Eq.(25) holds in the FSS regime
(24). Hence one can also rewrite it as

ZL ~ \KC - K|"I>(aA'-''rt) (26)

where vD = 1[P > ft) or vD = 2 (P = pc). To identify the values
of A i from Eqs.(22) (23) requires the further information [8,15] vD =
(l — A Q ) - 1 which is nothing but hyperscaling. One thus finds from
(22) (23) (26) the dimensions and string susceptibilities

A£ = ( £ - 2 ) / 4 , 7.t = - l , c = - 2 (dense phase)
A i = ( 3 L - 2) /8, 7 l t = - l / 2 , C = 0 (dilute) K '

Notice that i,t itself is determined here from the exact solution. We have
recalled the associated central charges (see section 2) and the values
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of 7,t are also those of free random surfaces embedded in d = —2 or
d = 0 dimensions [16,17] since the latter have the same central charge
c = i = # components of a Gaussian field.

Knixhnik, Polyakov and Zamolodchikov [9] (see Polyakov's lecture 10)
have shown that there is a deep relationship between a critical system
in the plane and its counterpart on a random ID lattice (Le. dressed
by quantum gravity). The conformai dimensions A'0 ' in the plane and
A oa the random surface of a conformai operator satisfy the simple
quadratic relation

A-A<°>=A(l -A) / ( J fc + 2) (28)

where Jb + 2 parametrizes the central charge

c=13-6(Jb + 2)-6/(Jfc + 2)

Note that A<°> here is KPZ notation for the Kac spectrum h = x/2
as in ( l l ) . Let us collect the conformai dimensions found for an L-
leg SAW vertex in the plane from Coulomb gas technique (Eq.(12))
A(o]? = a f / 2 = (Z,3 - 4)/32 (dense), and A £ ° = xL/2 = (fll.3 - 4)/9fl
(dilute). It is easy to see that in the dense phase, for all L, A ( 0 | c and
Af (27) satisfy KPZ relation for e = - 2 , k+2 = 2, while in the dilute
phase A^0) and AL satisfy it for c = 0, Jb + 2 = 3/2.

Notice that this provides a full series (L > 1) at cross checks of the
validity of Coulomb gas methods in the plane, of KPZ conformai theory
on fluctuating continuum surfaces, and also of the equivalence of critical
random lattices to the continuum Polyakov's summation over metrics in
2D quantum gravity. Note also that relation (28) can also be derived in
the conformai gauge of the Liouville theory of random surfaces [10].

Lastly, let us stress that similar exact solutions on a random lattice
can be generalised to (e.g.) the O(n) model [14,15] of which SAW
are the n = 0 case. The conformai watermelon dimensions A^0' = xL/2
(10) are then lineariied into A£ = Z./4- (I/g - 1) /2 (dense phase), and
AL = gL/4 - (g - 1) /2 (dilute), in full agreement with KPZ Eq.(28)
and Eq. (11) for c.
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5. Higher topologies

In section 2, we have shown how general SAW networks can be handled in
the plane, and in particular their configuration exponents 75 calculated
as functions of the set of scaling dimensions {xL} (Eqs.(5) (13)). On
a random critical surface, a similar decomposition in terms of vertices
exists. It can be shown by an exact solution [IS] that on a random
surface

Zg~\Ke-K\-«-uD (29)

with a critical exponent

7«adom = vD L _ x _ (2 _ ̂ ) _ £ nL A L (30)

where, as in part 2, V is the total number of vertices of $, and n&
that of type L. Formula (30) on a random surface is very similar to (5).
The total number of lines U have disappeared since here in (29) we
sum over all distributions of lengths in the network (5) and (30) are
then identical, provided one replaces 2i/ (= du) by vD, XL S 2Aj?' by
D Aj,, and adds a contribution 2 — iat coming from the free energy of
the random surface itself (Eqs.(15)(25)). This is of particular interest
since the exact solution on a random surface provides a cross check of
the scaling theory (5) in the plane.

Formula (30) is also valid for any topology T of the fluctuating mem-
brane itself. •y™nd<"n depends on T only through f.t, since the conformai
dimensions A L are local and independent of the global topology. Eq.(30)
is then interesting since it allows the determination of f,t (T), by a di-
rect calculation of ig and then identification with (30). For example,
if one considers a double torus (Fig.5), one can draw a "lasso* polymer
network on it, whose only vertex conformai operator is ^g with known
dimension As (27). Ig can be computed by the generalisation of tech-
nique (14) (20) (21). One finds then [15] for any topologkal genus of
Euler characteristics x = 2 (1 - H) [H handle number)

5
2 -Tf,t = -Xi d=c =
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Fig. 6. A random surface of higher genus [H = 2) lassoed by a self-avoiding
4—loop network. The conformai dimension of the only SAW vertex is AL=S,
and *i,t = 5 for e = d = —2, 7, t = 9/2 for c = d = 0.

in agreement with a former exact solution for A = 0, — 2 [20]. AU of
this can be generalised to eg . the O (n) model [15], with central charge

3

| (32)

where fc+2 = 1/g, g € [0,1] in the dense phase, and k+2 = g,gS [1,2]
at the critical point. Eq.(32) can be rewritten as

in full agreement with a result derived in the continuum Liouville theory
of random surfaces in the conformai gauge [19].
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